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The libraries provide public access to a wide range of material, including online exhibits, digitized
collections, archival finding aids, our catalog, online articles, and a growing range of materials in many
media.

When possible, we provide rights information in catalog records, finding aids, and other metadata that
accompanies collections or items. However, it is always the user's obligation to evaluate copyright and
rights issues in light of their own use.
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AUTHOR Kahn. Herman, 1922- ee 

Sieiatanais TITLE The coming boom economic. political. and social / by Herman Pcs 
| | | Kahn. —- New York : Simon and Schuster. c1982. Ee ee (ACN6O92) ee 

(3 amecmesnsaai LOCATION Memorial Library ee 
| y CALL NO. HC106.8 K33 1982 oo - 

‘Caren 2 FORMAT 237. : ill. ; 25 em. . 

| | | ENTRY OTHER ENTRIES THAT MAY BE SEARCHED: Eee tr AUTHOR Kahn. Herman, 1922— eee 
(5 mmc 2. SUBJECT Economic forecastina—United States. ee 

oacacarsits 3. SUBJECT United States—fconomic conditions—1971- ee 
[| { 4. SUBJECT United States—Politics and aovernment——1981- es 

( 6 ecseomnmecant> ae NOTES LCN: 82005944 | 
sronsnneaanas ISBN: 0671442627 : ss 
[| | | Includes bibliographical references and index. Pe 
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@) System message: This is a display of the full record for item 4 of a list of 16 items. 

(2) Author, title, place, publisher and date. 

(3) Location and call number. If copies of the book are located in two or more campus libraries, this section will 
include information on each location. 

(4) Format: The book is 237 pages long, contains illustrations, and is 25 centimeters tall. 

(5) Other Entries That May Be Searched: Listed here are the entries under which this record can be found. The 

entries are numerically indexed in the column to the left and can be used for searching purposes. For 
example, to see whether other books with the subject heading Economic forecasting--United States are in 
the computer catalog, type: 

d entry 2 brief 

©) Notes: LCN Library of Congress Catalog Card Number 

ISBN International Standard Book Number 

(7) This status line indicates the end of the current display of catalog records or entries; or that the display 

continues on the “next screen”. Note also that the catalog you are using is indicated, either 
UW-MADISON or UW-MILWAUKEE.
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